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Exercise 1

Assume we have the 3-month, 6-month, 12 months Libor spot rates and denote them by L(0, 1/4),
L(0, 1/2), L(0, 1), together with the 2 and 3 year swap rate S2 and S3 for a swaps paying annual coupons
and entered at time 0. Write a short Java procedure which bootstraps the yield curve at the 3,6 and
12 month, 1 and 2 year maturities. Set L(0, 1/4)=0.2%, L(0, 1/2)=0.4%, L(0, 1)=0.65%, S2=0.85% ,
S3 = 0.95% and calculate the yield curve.

Assume instead now that the swap payments occurr semi-annally. When looking at the formulae you
will see that some of the data for the zero-coupon bond prices are missing. Repeat the bootstrapping
procedure above by using this time a semi-annual payment frequency. In order to determine the missing
bond prices P (t, T ) you have to linearly interpolate the logarithm of the known zero coupon bond prices
i.e. for T0 ≤ T ≤ T1:

logP (t, T ) = logP (t, T1)
T − T0
T1 − T0

+ logP (t, T0)
T1 − T
T1 − T0

.

Exercise 2

Let K > 0 and T1 ≤ T2, And let L(T1, T2) be the stochastic process representing the Libor rate payed
between T1 and T2. Consider a caplet fixed at T1 and expiring at T2 i.e. the financial product paying off

(T2 − T1)(L(T1;T1, T2)−K)+

at time T2.

(a) Prove that pricing the caplet is equivalent to pricing a put option on the zero coupon bond P (T1, T2);

(b) Assume we are in a market where the Libor rate in the physical measure is driven by the dynamics:

dLt = µLtdt+ σLtdWt,

for t ≤ T1 and some Brownian motion Wt and µ, σ > 0. Using a short JAVA procedure calculate
the value at time t0 = 0 of the caplet for some given parameters µ, σ, T1, T2,K.

Exercise 3

In the setting of Exercise 2, assume now that the caplet is a quanto option on the Libor rate Lf (T1, T2)
of foreign currency. Denote with ft the foreign exchange process giving the value of one unit of domestic
currency in the foreign one. The value of the quanto option in the domestic economy is:

C(T2 − T1)(Lf (T1;T1, T2)−K)+

Here C is just a constant exchange rate converting the foreing currency in the domestic one: it is common
to set C = f0. Assume again that the processes Lf

t = Lf (T1, T1, T2) and ft follow the lognormal dynamics:

dLf
t = µLL

f
t dt+ σLL

f
t dW

L
t

and
dft = σfftdW

f
t

t ≤ T2 with d〈WL
t ,W

f
t 〉 = ρdt. Set σL = 0.3, σf = 0.2 and ρ = 0.3, T1 = 1, T2 = 1.5. Again using a JAVA

procedure (your program should be an easy extension of the one you wrote in Exercise 2).


